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Privacy Aware Learning
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Differential Privacy: Brief Overview

● Motivated by “Netflix problem”
○ Data was “anonymized” so researchers could compete to create a better 

recommendation algorithm

● In other words, one’s privacy should at most marginally 
increase as a result of participating in a database

● Differentially private algorithms have many desirable 
properties



Introduction

● Approach problem from statistical decision theory
● Formulate goals of a learning system in terms of 

(standard) loss function
● Given data X, we want to find parameters Theta that 

minimize l(X, Theta)
● This paper focuses on local privacy, where each X_i is 

kept private from our algorithm M
● Instead of operating on X_1, X_2, … X_N, we operate on 

perturbed samples Z_1, Z_2, … Z_N



Introduction

● Standard measure of privacy is differential privacy
● Roughly states that parameters must not depend too much 

on n samples, and for any given vector x, it should be 
hard to tell whether x is in the set {X_1, … X_n}

● A method has alpha-differentiable privacy if 



Main Results

● Treat privacy preservation as a game between those 
protecting privacy and “nature”

● This method uses mutual information I(Z_i, X_i), where we 
say the “distribution Q generating Z from X is private 
only if I(X,Z) is small for all possible distributions  P 
on X”

○ Cannot get very little information about X from Z no matter what the 
distribution X is sampled from

○ I(Z_i, X_i) is expected Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence



Main Results

● For a given privacy level I*, sharp upper and lower 
bounds for convergence are developed to guarantee a level 
of privacy such that I(X_i, Z_i) <= I*

● For these bounds, they show we need problem-dependent 
constants

● Stochastic gradient is one of a potential class of 
procedures that achieves optimal convergence rates



Finding a good generating distribution (Q)

● Want to balance between accuracy and privacy
● Create a ball around point whose radius is dependent on 

the gradient dl(x, Theta) at that point.
● Want to find a saddle point (P*, Q*) such that 



Finding a good generating distribution (Q)

● If Q* satisfies optimal local privacy, then it guarantees 
that even for the worst possible distribution P on X, the 
information communicated about X is limited



Definitions for main theorem

● l measures performance of Theta on X,



Final Error Bounds



Conclusion

● Obtained sharp tradeoffs between privacy protection and 
estimation rates

● Open question: are there restrictions on the class of 
loss functions where using (Z_1, … Z_n) is sufficient for 
inference?

● Future work: consideration of alternate restrictions
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